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Welcome to this year’s event, we hope you not only walk away 
from it having gained valuable knowledge about Project Controls 
within your industry but also have made some new and valuable 
contacts. As Engineering/Construction professionals we can 
sometimes feel that a day away from the project is a day lost. 
However, as you will experience from today’s event it is rather 
a day that will not only see you return to your project with new 
insights but perhaps also with solutions to unresolved problems.
 
There is never a good time to be away from the project but there 
is a right time and today was just that. The line-up of speakers is of 
a quality that can only but enhance your career through this CPD 
event and remember if you are a member of Engineers Ireland 
this event is registered with them.
 
Finally, on behalf of UNICEF Ireland we thank you for your 
support as all profit raised from today along with sponsorship 
fees will be donated to them.
 
 
All the best,
Raymond
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NBI have implemented smart systems via smart people, resulting in a center of 
excellence. Broadly the presentation will focus on:

- The iterative and continuous improvement ethos
- Time management via Primavera P6 & Team Member - an Enterprise 
 collaborative tool
- Scope & Geospatial design & management via ESRI ArcGIS & Survey 123 –
 providing live views of Build Maps to diversity of stakeholders
- Reporting & interpretation via Power BI

Claire Gately is experienced in the Telco, Construction, Transport, 
Engineering, IT, Mining & Agribusiness sectors. Projects range from 
local business initiatives to national infrastructure and international 
commodities. Providing opportunity to develop an enhanced ability to 
perceive & positively action both issues and opportunities. 

Claire Gately
National Broadband Ireland

National Broadband Ireland - 
Centre of Excellence
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The new NCH Project is the most significant capital investment 
project ever undertaken in healthcare in Ireland. When 
completed it will be central in the provision of acute pediatric 
healthcare, education, training and research in Ireland. As the 
project recently reached 70% completion this session will give 
an insight in to current progress on the project as well as the 
development and running of the project programme.  

Pat is currently Planning Director for BAM Ireland on the National 
Children’s Hospital project and has significant experience in delivering 
large scale capital projects in Pharma, Third Level and Commercial where 
he held roles as Client, Construction Manager, Project Manager and Design 
Manager throughout his career.

Pat Burke
BAM Ireland

National Children’s Hospital
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Innovation in Project delivery is ever present and the growth of 
Construction Tech is huge, leading to Organisations often not 
knowing what makes sense to adopt first understanding you 
cannot  boil the ocean , as your delivery teams cannot cope with 
that level of change . This presentation will discuss how we have 
set up Innovation labs globally (UK being the closest), where 
organisations can see Construction tech in the field in a mock 
construction environment. 

Geoff has more than 35 years of experience in all aspects of project 
management & project controls. He has been with Oracle CEGBU for 18 
years and is currently Director, Innovation & Industry Strategy, providing 
strategic direction, domain expertise and insight around Asset Intensive 
industries

Geoff Roberts
Oracle

Innovation in Project Delivery, 
Make it Real
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Following the successful implementation of Oracle’s Primavera 
Unifier at daa, Nathan takes an in-depth, functional look at 
RPC’s innovative project controls solution at Dublin Airport 
and how it was scoped, shaped and implemented. Starting with 
a Unifier-based Cost Management solution and building to 
incorporate Earned Value, Fund Management and NEC4 Contract 
Management, the solution eliminates manual data transfer and 
complex integrations between disparate tools, giving better 
visibility than ever before across all levels of the programme.

Nathan Lambert
With 15 years’ experience in the design, development, implementation and 
support of software solutions, Nathan works with customers to understand 
their requirements and create user-friendly solutions within Primavera 
Unifier. In recent years his primary focus has been Contract Management – 
specifically NEC4 and FIDIC.

Chris Woodbridge
Chris has been working in project controls for 11 years. He fully 
understands the need for efficient, trusted and integrated solutions 
that offer compliance, control, collaborative working and reliable risk 
mitigation and has extensive experience working with clients to shape the 
solution that best meets their needs.  

Nathan Lambert &
Chris Woodbridge
RPC UK Ltd

Under the Bonnet of RPC’s Integrated 
Unifier-Based Project Controls 
Solution at Dublin Airport
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The climate emergency demands action. For the construction 
industry this begins with embedding sustainability goals in the 
procurement of programmes and projects. Now is the time to 
take action, ensuring programmes and projects set, and meet 
objectives and targets to address the climate and biodiversity 
crises. My presentation provides an overview of the drivers 
for using sustainable procurement, what to consider when 
embedding it in projects and programmes, and share practical 
examples. 

Catriona is an Associate Director and a Sustainable Procurement Lead 
within Turner & Townsend’s Contract Services team.  She is an advocate 
of the role that procurement has to play in supporting organisations 
to achieve their sustainability objectives and targets to address the 
biodiversity and climate change crisis.

Catriona Riordan
Turner & Townsend

Sustainable Procurement in the 
Construction Industry
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Based on the “4 Pillars” of the report by the National BIM 
Council of Ireland entitled “Digital Transition of Ireland’s 
Construction Industry”, Ralph will cover key aspects such as 
“leadership”, “standards”, “competency” and “procurement”, 
required to embrace and adopt a “digital” way of working in the 
construction industry, to improve productivity. performance, 
output, safety and sustainability.

Specialist BIM (Building Information Modelling) consultant, board 
member of Construction IT Alliance (CITA), chair of the National Standards 
Authority of Ireland (NSAI) Technical Mirror Committee on BIM, and 
part-time lecturer at Trinity College Dublin School of Engineering Post-
Graduate Diploma in Project Management. 

Ralph Montague
ArcDox

The Digital Transition of 
Construction in Ireland
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Irish Water are the biggest utility in Ireland, managing 1000s of 
projects. When it comes to leveraging innovation and growing 
asset management capability, they took a people first approach 
that is now continuing into one of the biggest technology 
transformations in their history.  

Mark O’Connell and Simon Taylor will talk about the challenges 
and approaches that are mitigating complexity through the 
power of collaboration and how technology will change the way 
everyone in Irish Water works.  

Mark O’Connell
Mark is a Civil Engineer with over 25 years’ experience in large scale 
infrastructure projects. Mark joined Irish Water in 2014 and as Engineering 
Design Services Lead within Infrastructure Delivery has driven design 
standardisation across their portfolio as well as leading strategic business 
improvement initiatives.

Simon Taylor
Simon is a co-founder of th3rdcurve, he’s held senior management and 
director roles at TfL, HS2 & Network Rail. He is also an ex board member 
for the Association for Project, a Visiting Research Fellow at Liverpool John 
Moores University, and co-author of the APM Guide on Planning Monitoring 
and Control.

Mark O’Connell & 
Simon Taylor
Irish Water

th3rdcurve 

Transforming Asset Management 
Capability at Irish Water
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Project Controls is a much talked about topic, whether it relates 
to the Schedule, Costs, Resource Performance, Risks, etc. every 
company strides to improve in this regard. However, what exactly 
are we trying to achieve, is it to “Control” the project or simply 
to “Report” on retrospective data analysis of what has occurred. 
To truly manage our projects we must not only gather historical 
data but also prospectively manage the project. In this session 
we will objectively review these requirements.

Raymond is an accomplished international project manager and a highly 
educated individual with a MSc in Project & Program Management along 
with many other third level accolades. Over the past decade he has project 
managed the implementation of project controls systems for large global 
organisations across many sectors.

Raymond Poole
PMIS

Project Controls - Science, Art 
or BS?
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Th3rdcurve supported the UK Government on its COVID-19 
testing programme. In response to the pandemic, we were 
engaged to lead the project management, PMO and controls for 
the rapid design and build of the UK’s first megalab.   

This session will include a case study of the UK’s first Mega Lab, 
exploring the vital ingredients for the rapid delivery of complex 
programmes. 

Niall is proud to be a co-founder of th3rdcurve, which has significant 
expertise in business transformation and project controls. He has a 
passion for leadership and supporting clients to improve their programme 
management and controls maturity. Flagship programmes include NY MTA 
Transformation & Covid-19 Task Force. 

Niall Faris
th3rdcurve

Pandemic Projects: Delivering the 
Covid 19 Mega Laboratory
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AGENDA

Registration
Tea/Coffee/Breakfast Pastries

Morning Break
Tea/Coffee/Scones

Lunch
Soup

Salads
Mediterranean Quinoa Salad, Goat’s Cheese, Rocket & Spiced 
Nuts
Classic Caesar Salad with Parmesan & Pancetta

Sandwiches
Baked Ham & Honey Mustard on Malt Harvest
Smoked Salmon, Pickled Cucumber & Cream Cheese on 
Wholemeal
Roasted Free Range Chicken, Tomato & Herb Aioli on Milk Pan
Beef, Onion Marmalade, Horseradish, Rocket Salad on Ciabatta
Chicken Tikka on Ciabatta

Desserts
Apple & Custard Crumble
Baked Vanilla Cheesecake, Blueberry Compote

PMIS Conference 
Menu



TIME TOPIC PRESENTER

08:30 - 09:10 Registration, Tea/Coffee & Pastries

09:10 - 09:20 Welcome, Opening Address & Logistics Raymond Poole PMIS 

09:20 - 09:50 Innovation In Project Delivery, Make It Simple Geoff Roberts Oracle

09:55 - 10:25 The Digital Transition Of Construction In Ireland  Ralph Montague ArcDox

10:30 - 11:00 Transforming Asset Management Capability At Irish Water Mark O’Connell Irish Water & Simon Taylor th3rdcurve

11:00 - 11:15 Networking Break - Tea/Coffee & Scones 

11:15 - 11:45 National Broadband Ireland - Project Centre of Excellence Claire Gately NBI

11:50 - 12:20 Pandemic Projects: Delivering The COVID19 Mega Laboratory Niall Faris th3rdcurve

12:25 - 12:55 Under The Bonnet Of RPC’s Integrated Unifier-Based Project Controls  Nathan Lambert & Chris Woodbridge RPC UK

 Solution At Dublin Airport (daa)  

13:00 - 14:00 Networking Lunch - Sandwiches, Salad & Tea/Coffee

14:00 - 14:30 Sustainable Procurement In The Construction Industry Catriona Riordan Turner Townsend

14:35 - 15:05 National Children’s Hospital Pat Burke BAM Construction 

15:10 - 15:40 Project Controls - Science, Art or BS? Raymond Poole PMIS

15:40 - 16:00 Close-Out UNICEF & Raymond Poole PMIS

EVENT MC: Raymond Poole



RPC helps clients to create a holistic project controls 
environment in which programmes and projects can be delivered 
successfully and returns on investment be fully realised. We 
are proud to be part of the Oracle PartnerNetwork and Oracle 
NetSuite Alliance Partners, bringing our own unrivalled industry 
expertise together with the world-leading Oracle Primavera 
EPPM products we supply and implement. We’re equally proud 
to be alliance partners with PMIS, working together to give 
clients access to our combined skills and solutions to support 
the full end-to-end project lifecycle. We work across all industry 
verticals with a particular focus on Construction & Engineering, 
Aerospace & Defence, Energy, Nuclear, Utilities, Oil & Gas and 
Transportation. We’ve trained 30,000 project management 
professionals and been engaged by over 3,000 clients in more 
than 25 countries to provide solutions to manage projects to the 
value of £30bn. Let us help you take your project controls to the 
next level.

CONNECT WITH RPC
Website: www.rpc.uk.com
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/company/RPCuk
Twitter: twitter.com/RPCuk

Since 2002, PMIS has built a reputation 
of delivering successful implementation 
and transformation projects for their 
clients who have chosen to adopt a project 
management centric business approach.

As an Oracle Primavera Gold Partner we are ideally positioned 
to help your organisation not only implement and configure your 
Primavera system but also ensure your user community will be 
prepared to realise the full benefits of such systems, through a 
development programme we tailor to your specific requirements.

We have worked in many different sectors (Utilities, Oil & Gas, 
Defence, Engineering, etc.) across a widespread geographical 
territory (Ireland, UK, USA, South Africa, Azerbaijan, etc.) 
delivering such projects.

PMIS enable our clients to become self-sustaining by ensuring we 
develop an exit strategy from day one. We are more than happy 
to discuss your particular requirements in confidence, please 
contact us today at info@pmis.ie

CONNECT WITH PMIS
Website: www.pmis.ie
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/company/pmis-ltd
Twitter: twitter.com/PMISLtd
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